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ABSTRACT
Buildings play a key role within the 20/20/20 goals of the European Union since they
consume 40% of the energy within the member states (European Commission,
2010).Therefore an urgent and efficient transition is necessary in order to reach to the
almost “passive house” level.
Present Masters project, Solar Sustainable Heating, Cooling and Ventilation of A Net Zero
Energy House, consists of the entire HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning)
concerns of the DTU’s house, the FOLD, for the competition Solar Decathlon Europe 2012.
Yet, this Masters project extends further in order to contribute to the future low energy
housing targets and challenges. This is only possible with precise dimensioning and
excellent interplay within the components that comprise the house.
In this project, various innovative options are being investigated, namely, utilization of
ground as a heat source/sink via a heat pump and for free cooling when possible, photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) panels and phase change materials (PCM).
PCM, if installed in the house, increases thermal mass of the building. Increasing building
thermal mass is particularly relevant for a small individual houses, since the weight of the
structure has tendency to decrease (wooden framework houses). Higher thermal mass
means smaller temperature drift in the building, which is directly related to energy
consumption for heating and cooling purposes.
Also one significant aspect is that the heating and cooling of the house will be addressed by
the embedded pipe system rather than a conventional system with ventilation taking care of
these needs. In this case, ventilation is only used in order to adjust the humidity and remove
sensory pollution in order to provide a comfortable indoor environment. The relevant values
for the system have been investigated by means of hand calculations and by means of
commercially available softwares.
For example, a combination of embedded pipe system and phase change material was
simulated by dynamic building simulation software. The results show reasonable energy
saving, up to 30%, for cooling season in Spain, using embedded pipes and PCM system
compared to only embedded pipe system.
The house is designed to comply with the EU’s 2020 goals of 75% less energy consumption
based on 2006 values (European Commission, 2009). Yet, this house is self-sufficient from
the electricity production/consumption point of view. Once this house is built, tested and
optimized at a single-family house scale, further possibilities can be investigated in order to
apply a similar strategy to the entire building block. Once this is achieved, it will lead to a
considerable amount of primary energy savings and consequently avoided/reduced
greenhouse gas emissions.
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ABSTRACT
It is useless begin with a list of numbers telling how much energy our society uses, how
many tons of CO2 produced every second to try and scare society and hope that everything
suddenly change. People won´t change anything themselves if they won´t really want it. And
the message of our project is to build an efficient, inexpensive and friendly house with sexy
design which people simply will want.
The Solar Decathlon Europe is an international competition organized by the Ministry of
Housing of the Government of Spain. During the final phase of the competition each of 20
university teams assembles their house in Madrid in Spain, where the houses are open to
the general public, while undergoing the ten contests of the competition, reason for which
this event is called Decathlon.
Apropos. Key purpose of this Master thesis is to optimize energy flows, decrease energy
use in the building and utilize produced energy the most efficient way. The optimal energy
solution must be found with a respect both to competition rules but also to live of the house
after the competition.
In the Solar Decathlon house the only energy source is the sun. But there are several
sources of energy use (heat pump, fans, pumps, lighting, dishwashing, cooking, washing,
etc). There is often a mitchmach between the time of energy demand and supply. The
project will optimize energy balance through test of PV and PVT, theoretical calculations,
energy certification of the house and measurements on the built Solar Decathlon house at
DTU campus.
A strong emphasis is paid to innovative and astonishes Scandinavian design for equipment
consuming energy. ASKO HWC appliances use heat instead of electricity as a main source
of energy. These brand new products can save up to 85% of electricity meanwhile the free
heat is generated in solar thermal panels.
Seldom used PV-T technology establishes positive electrical energy balance with surplus
higher than 10kWh per 12 days. Significant growth of efficiency of electricity generation is
caused by cooling the cells to optimal temperature by system of embedded pipes on the
backside of photovoltaic panels.
To increase the energy autonomy of the Fold house a concept using electro-mobile as a
battery backup is developing in collaboration with several companies.
Low pressure losses thermal part with Tichelmann connection is using drain back tank
system. This clever combination allows usage the same system with a ordinary water
without any chemicals without concern of boiling or freezing risk in any climates around the
world. Low energy consumption and environmental friendliness behavior is like a extra
bonus.
The DTU is first time participating Solar Decathlon competition thus it is big challenge for
each team member same as for associated companies and sponsors. Keep your fingers
crossed…
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